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Juniper,  T.  &  Parr,  M.  1998.  Parrots:  a  guide  to  the  parrots  of  the  world.  Pp.  584,  88
colour  plates.  Pica  Press.  ISBN  1-873403-40-2.  £35.  24.5  x  18  cm.

This  latest  guide  from  Pica  Press  follows  earlier  models  in  its  general  format,  but  deals
with  a  large  family  of  attractive  birds  of  great  commercial  importance  and  partly  as  a
result  of  this,  of  considerable  conservation  concern.  The  book  recognises  352  species  of
parrot,  and  their  classification  is  based  on  that  of  Sibley  &  Monroe  (1990,  1993),  with
minor  amendments.  The  species,  and  many  gender,  age  and  racial  variants,  are  illustrated
in  the  88  plates  by  five  artists.  Introductory  sections  outline  evolutionary  relationships,
classification,   natural   history,   conservation   status,   threats   and   captive   breeding.
The  species  accounts  provide  information  under  the  headings  of  identification,  voice,
distribution   and   status,   ecology,   description,   sex/age,   measurements,   geographical
variation  and  references,  and  a  distribution  map.  In  view  of  the  international  trade  in
parrots,  the  authors  state  that  the  book  is  designed  to  meet  the  identification  needs  of
both  field  ornithologists  and  those  involved  in  monitoring  the  movements  and  legal  status
of  birds  in  the  captive  bird  trade;  for  some  species  the  identification  section  gives
characters  that  may  be  used  to  identify  birds  in  the  field  and  in  the  hand.

The  introductory  sections  are  disappointing  and  largely  without  references;  in  fact  of
the  9  references,  2  are  not  included  in  the  reference  list  and  one  is  incorrectly  cited.  The
section  on  natural  history  is  especially  poor  and  here  it  is  difficult  to  know  what  are
established  facts  and  what  are  the  authors'  views.  Examples  of  unsupported  statements
include:  pre-roosting  calling  and  intense  interaction  'may  be  linked  to  .  .  .  foraging
eflfectiveness';  'some  species  "appoint"  (authors'  quotes)  sentinels  to  watch  over  feeding
flocks';  'pairs  that  know  each  other  well  and  have  experience  of  one  another  breed  more
successfully';   there  'may  be  a  linkage  between  the  onset  of   laying  and  incubation
behaviour   and   the   daytime   darkness   experienced   by   birds   spending   time   in   their
nest-hollows'.  The  sections  on  conservation  and  threats  are  more  substantial  (but  still
largely  un-referenced)  and  make  important  point,  e.g.  emphasising  the  political,  social
and  economic  basis  of  forest  loss,  a  major  threat  to  many  parrot  species.  The  authors
recognise  the  socio-economic  need  for  exploitation  of  parrots  in  some  places,  but  also
stress  the  need  for  improvements  in  welfare  during  transportation;  this  consideration
could  also  have  been  extended  to  the  conditions  of  parrots  in  their  final  homes  as  caged
birds.

The  species  accounts  are  concise  and  accompanied  by  clear  distribution  maps;  these  are
monochrome,  but  as  most  parrots  are  non-migrants  colour  is  unnecessary.  Measure-

ments, given  as  ranges,  are  largely  taken  from  Forshaw  (1989)  but  sample  sizes  are  not
given,  so  that  without  reference  to  this  publication  it  is  not  possible  to  assess  the
reliability  of  these  data.  In  the  account  of  one  of  the  species  with  which  I  am  familiar,  the
Seychelles  race  of  the  Black  Parrot  Coracopsis  nigra,  the  authors  recognise  the  existence  of
the  race  (barklyi)  and  describe  it  as  critically  endangered,  but  include  a  surprising  and
unsupported  statement  that  the  species  was  possibly  introduced  to  the  Seychelles!  One  of
the  references  at  the  end  of  this  species  account  is  not  cited  in  the  reference  list.

With  plates  by  five  artists,  variation  in  style  is  to  be  expected.  Most  are  typical  of  many
post-Peterson  field  guides  and  are  of  high  quality  and  attractive;  those  by  Dan  Powell  are
especially  pleasing  as,  in  addition  to  displaying  identification  features,  his  birds  appear
wonderfully  alive.  A  helpful  feature  is  the  appearance  of  a  drawing  of  a  budgerigar  on  the
caption  page  facing  each  plate,  to  show  the  relative  sizes  of  the  birds  depicted.

The  index  lists  vernacular  names,  specific  and  subspecific  names,  but  strangely  does
not  provide  an  alphabetical  listing  of  generic  names.

Overall,  this  book  is  an  attractive  addition  to  the  series  and  well  undoubtedly  be  useful
for  those  who  need  to  identify  parrots,  though  somewhat  heavy  to  be  taken  into  the  field
(along  with  all  the  other  family  guides!).  For  those  who  need  more  detailed  information,
however,  this  will  have  to  be  sought  elsewhere  and  the  references  provided  by  this  book
may  be  of  limited  help.

Chris  Feare



NOTICE   TO   CONTRIBUTORS
Papers   are   invited   from   Club   Members   or   non-members,   especially   on
taxonomic   and   distributional   topics;   descriptions   of   new   species   are   especially
welcome   and   may   be   accompanied   by   colour   photographs.   Tavo   copies   of
manuscripts,   typed   on   one   side   of   the   paper,   double   spaced   and   ^vith   wide
margins,   should   be   sent   to   the   Editor,   Prof.   Chris   Feare,   2   North   View
Cottages,   Grayswood   Common,   Haslemere,   Surrey   GU27   2DN,   UK.   All
contributions,   including   In   Brief   articles,   should   follow   the   style   of   main
papers  in  this  issue  of  the  Bulletin.

A  contributor  is  entitled  to  10  free  offprints  (16  if  2  or  more  authors)  of  the  pages  of  the
Bulletin  in  which  his  contribution,  if  one  page  or  more  in  length,  appears.  Additional
offprints  or  offprints  of  contributions  of  less  than  one  page  may  be  ordered  when  the
manuscript  is  submitted  and  will  be  charged  for.  Authors  may  be  charged  for  proof
corrections  for  which  they  are  responsible.

MEMBERSHIP
Only   Members   of   the   British   Ornithologists'   Union   are   eligible   to   join   the

Club,   and  to  receive  (postage  free)   four  quarterly   issues  of   the  Bulletin,   and  the
annual   index,   for   an   annual   subscription   of   £12   (or   U.S.   S26).   Applications,
enclosing   the   annual   subscription,   should   be   made   to   the   Hon.   Secretary
(address  as  below).

The   1998   List   of   Members,   and   addresses   will   not   be   published   with   the
Bulletin   this   year,   but   copies   are   available,   on   application   (with   a   remittance
of   £1.00   to   cover   costs   of   production   and   postage),   to   the   Hon.   Secretary.
Please   advise   the   Hon.   Secretary,   without   delay,   of   any   address   changes,   or
corrections,   for   despatch   of   the   Bulletin.

NON-MEMBER   SUBSCRIBERS   &   APPLICATIONS   FOR   BACK
NUMBERS   OR   OTHER   PUBLICATIONS

The   Bulletin   (for   1998   onwards),   together   with   annual   index,   may   be
purchased   (postage   free)   by   Non-member   Subscibers   on   payment   of   an   annual
subscription   of   £22   (or   U.S.   S45)   on   application   to   The   Publications   Officer,
S.   J.   Farnsworth,   Hammerkop,   Frogmill,   Hurley,   Maidenhead,   Berks   SL6   5NL,
U.K.   Single   issues,   and   runs   of   back   numbers   of   the   Bulletin,   and   also   other
BOC   Publications   may   similarly   be   obtained,   on   request   to   him.

PAYMENTS
All   amounts   quoted   are   net   and   should   be   paid   in   £   sterling,   if   possible.

Payments   in   other   currencies   must   include   a   further   £4   for   UK   bank   charges
(except   for   annual   rates   in   U.S.   dollars,   which   are   inclusive).   All   cheques   or
drafts   should   be   made   payable   to   the   British   Ornithologists'   Club.   If   preferred,
remittances   may   be   made   by   bank   transfer   direct   to   the   Club's   bank
account  —  Barclays   Prime   Account,   Dale   House,   Wavertree   Boulevard,
Liverpool   L7   9PQ,   U.K.   (Sort   Code   20-00-87   Account   No.   10211540),   with
confirmation   to   the   Hon.   Treasurer,   D.   J.   Montier,   Eyebrook,   Oldfield   Road,
Bickley,   Bromley,   Kent   BRl   2LF.

CORRESPONDENCE
Correspondence   on   membership,   changes   of   address   and   all   other   matters

should   be   addressed   to   the   Hon.   Secretary,   Cdr   M.   B.   Casement,   OBE,   RN,
Dene   Cottage,   West   Harting,   Petersfield,   Hants   GU31   SPA,   U.K.   For   details
of   Club   Meetings   see   inside   front   cover.
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